
Not entitled to 
import duty free

no
Do you have a diplomatic card and/or 
certificate of exemption from import 

customs duties 

yes

Allowed to import 
duty free

- Transport paperwork (AWB/CMR)
- Copy of the passport (photo page)
- Packing list
- Cultural items* (paintings, musical 

instruments, statues, copper items, etc) 
- Exact quantity
- Photo of each item

All done

How long does the import 
clearance take? 

Import customs clearance 
starts when the container has 

been registered at the entrance 
to the customs terminal and 

takes 2-4 days. Only once 
shipment cleared customs a 

delivery date can be set

Are you entitled to import household 
goods/ vehicles free of duties & taxes to 

Azerbaijan?
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Corporate 
Assignment

Returning Citizen

Vehicle

no

Diplomatic Mission

- Valued detailed invoice in English 
(with customs codes, net and gross weight 
per item)

- Notarized Power of Attorney*  for air 
shipments

- Employment confirmation on company?s 
letterhead for sea/road/air shipments

- Copy of work permit

- Proforma invoice from the embassy 
- Copy of diplomatic card 
- Import letter on Embassy letterhead 
- Copy of dip nota and confirmation letter 

from the MFA AZ to the Customs 
Committee

- Valued detailed invoice in English 
(with customs codes, net and gross weight 
per item)

- Notarized Power of Attorney*

- Transport paperwork (CMR)
- Copy technical passport or car title
- Copy passport owner
- Proforma invoice

Diplomatic Mission Corporate 
Assignment

yes

- Copy of the  
Diplomatic ID owner

- Import letter on 
Embassy letterhead

- Copy of diplomatic 
nota

- Confirmation letter 
from the MFA AZ to 
the Customs 
Committee

- Employment 
confirmation on 
company?s letterhead

- Certificate of 
exemption from 
import customs 
duties

- Notarized Power of 
Attorney*

- Copy of work permit

Do you want to import items?
Start here

Cultural items*
IMPORT: 

Documents needed in advance 
prior to the shipment?s arrival in 

Azerbaijan.

EXPORT:
Certificates for cultural items 
needs to be obtained from 

museums.
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